In 1998, ACI’s Technical Activities Committee (TAC) established the TAC Committee on Repair and Rehabilitation (TRRC).

An early task of TRRC was the compilation of selected English-language technical documents related to the investigation, evaluation, repair, maintenance, and protection of concrete construction. This was proposed to be the first edition of such a compilation, with future editions to follow at specified intervals. These existing documents would be selected from those produced by various industry trade, technical, and professional organizations and intended to identify the state of the art and practice in concrete repair and rehabilitation. The proposed compilation had several purposes.

- Demonstrate the depth of existing knowledge in this area.
- Identify gaps, overlaps and conflicts in the knowledge base can be identified and resolved.
- Promote industry cooperation.
- Establish incentives for timely publication of individual technical documents.

The various documents included in this compilation each have been developed and processed according to the procedures of the originating organization. Questions on procedures, or comments on specific documents should be submitted, in writing, and directed to the organizational contacts indicated below.

The Second edition of this compilation or repair documents is expected to be published in 2003/4/5. Suggestions for additional documents that should be considered for inclusion in the Second Edition can be submitted, in writing, to the Managing Director of Engineering of the American Concrete Institute.

Organizational Contacts

American Concrete Institute (ACI)
Attn: Managing Director of Engineering
PO Box 9094
Farmington Hills MI 48333

American Concrete Pavement Association (ACPaA)
Attn:
5420 Old Orchard Road
Skokie IL 60077

International Concrete Repair Institute (ICRI)
Attn:

Society for Protective Coatings (SSPC)
Attn:
AGENDA

1. Call to Order

2. Introduction of Members and Guests
   Randy Poston, Jim MacDonald, Peter Emmons, Tony Liu, Todd, Grant, Tony Murray,
   Raul Gaudette (sitting in for Tom Rewerts), Terry Dooley, Dan Falconer.

3. Acceptance / Amendments to Agenda

4. Recap of Activity since Last Convention
   Rockville Meeting 5/29
   peter, randy, tony met early June.
   TAC Summer Meeting – Tony updated, showed handouts he used. Told tac it was
   only an update. (Get handouts from Tony if don’t have in Sun Valley minutes and put as
   exhibits to this meeting.) TAC not receptive to jumping into Phase 2 (separate R&R division).
   TAC wants TRRC to complete five-year draft plan, repair compilation.
   Peter not happy with tac decision. Much debate about what to do about it. Peter pointed
   out we need a structure to market. A tac subcommittee is too deeply buried in the aci structure
   to stand out as an identifiable area.

5. Minutes of Previous Meetings
   GTH handed out minutes from previous meetings. Asked for comments within a week.

6. TRRC Mission Statement

7. Compilation of Repair Documents
   Status of Business Agreements – trw and emmons updated. Tony will find out how to
   get REMR documents.
   Organization and Contents – jim macdonald will circulate his categories on the table of
   contents for trrc comment. Tony has additional list of documents suggested by klingner and
   gerry walters (gave to grant). Grant will circulate table of contents.
   Foreword – grant distributed his draft of the forward. Comments back to grant by
   Nov. 16

8. Five-year Plan / Strategic Plan
Tony, Peter, Jim MacDonald, and Randy will meet on east coast to flesh out five year plan. Date to be determined. Draft circulated by Jan. 15 and comments back by Feb. 15

9. Review of SSPC Documents
   GTH updated on aci sspc cooperation. (See tac minutes from LA). Sspc rep at tac meeting. Trrc agreed to get their documents reviewed. ACI will review two of theirs for perceived technical correctness and conflicts with ACI documents. Peter would like a copy. Tony wants copy. Jim has their documents, needs to know which one to review.

10. Masonry – Issue of 364 having masonry in their mission. Do they want to retain it?

11. Other Business / Items from the Floor
    Emmons: repair summit – bring organizations together that could participate in the compilation. Similar to what Icri has: a 2001 summit to bring world-wide organizations together to present papers, share strategies, technical information.
    Discuss business strategies of the compilation, coordinate activities. Trrc to coordinate. Propose aci co-sponsor icri workshop. Will need to set up meeting with icri people.

    Action: trrc recommend to tac to recommend to board.

12. Future Meetings
    Chicago TRRC Meeting – discussion on whether to have forum in chicago. Decided not to.
    Chicago Presentation (to tac)
    Presentation to Board

    Over next two weeks, trrc members asked to come up with tasks trrc should be working on. Trrc needs to show progress – that they are actually doing something.

13. Adjourn